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How to Change the World 

“How to Change the World” is categorized as a documentary film, written and directed 

by Jerry Rothwell. The film centers on the adventures of an eclectic group made up of young 

people who have a mission of stopping a nuclear bomb test at Amchitka in Alaska, arranged by 

Richard Nixon. The group ends up building the worldwide green movement which leads to 

origin of Greenpeace. It is in 1971 whereby a group made up of few activists is set to sail to 

Vancouver in Canada using a fishing boat. The mission of this group is to terminate the planned 

progress of testing atomic bomb in order to care for the people and the environment and also the 

future generation.  

The film’s social movement/revolution 

Jerry Rothwell's striking documentary looks at how Greenpeace, the environmental 

dissident system, was established in Vancouver in the mid Seventies. However, it isn't generally 

about nature by any means. It is, actually, an overwhelming delineation of how power ruins. No 

measure of whales spared from the spear can change that. Similarly to 'Deep Water', Rothwell's 

shocking documentary about the destined 1968 round-the-world yacht race, this is an awful bit of 

film-production.  Utilizing broad file film close by contemporary meetings with some brilliant 

Greenpeace individuals, Rothwell centres around three battles that formed the association's 

initial years. The out plan characters – all whiskers, sandals and hallucinogenic medications – 

make this shockingly diverting review. One man uncovers that he changed his name from David 

Garrick to Walrus Oakenbough in light of the fact that he was so keen on enchantment 

mushrooms.  Admirably, Rothwell utilizes the compositions of Robert Hunter, an establishing 

individual from Greenpeace and a top notch writer, as the spine to his film. Hunter's words are 
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described all through, conveying criticalness to occasions that occurred decades prior. As a 

gathering of activists take off crosswise over rough oceans to Amchitka trying to stop atomic 

testing on the island, we hear an expression from Hunter's composition: 'Gravity hauls our 

stomachs into cool, dark crash with our lungs.' 

The gung-ho soul of these early environmentalists is likewise startlingly moving. In 1975, 

for instance, a group of them prevented the Soviet slaughter of whales off the shore of California. 

They were equipped just with cameras and two or three dinghies. The feeling of expectation, the 

possibility that people could truly have any kind of effect, penetrates this segment of the 

narrative. The activists are welcomed like legends on their arrival. By the late Seventies, 

however, Greenpeace was faltering under the heaviness of expanded media consideration, 

fragment gatherings and swelling consciences. Individual clashes between the establishing 

individuals witnessed the undertakings being embraced. Nevertheless, this is certainly not a 

political narrative, endeavoring to influence one's feeling on the achievement or generally of 

Greenpeace. Rothwell's camera stays nonpartisan, enabling the subjects to recount their story.  

Through interviewing various Greenpeace individuals today, however, Rothwell illustrates how 

the fantasies of youth are snuffed out. While a portion of the more extraordinary environmental 

preservationists still promoter coordinate activity, others presently guarantee that Greenpeace is 

in truth harming to humankind.  

How the film displays revolution 

Rothwell’s documentary “How to Change the World” is one of best documentaries that 

illustrate instances of world revolution. The documentary shows how a group of young people 

made a step of preventing the testing of atomic bomb. These people sat down and reasoned that 
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if Richard Nixon would test the atomic bomb, then it would end up destroying the environment, 

properties and even killing large number of people. The effect would even affect the future 

generation because it would lead to many people being born while disabled. The idea Rothwell 

acts as a lesson to how young people can preserve the environment for the present and the future. 

This documentary encourages young people as they learn that it is not only preserving the 

environment but also doing other things that can benefit the people and change the world 

advancing it to another level. The idea led to the creation of Greenpeace organization that exists 

even today and it has benefited many across the globe. 

Conclusion 

"How to Change the World," Jerry Rothwell's fascinating narrative about the roots of 

Greenpeace, the environmental activist group, may sound triumphant. Mr. Rothwell additionally 

features the anxieties that come after a development goes up against its very own actual 

existence. Those present at the creation entertainingly relate those first "put your body where 

your mouth is" challenges. The film's mystery weapon, however, is a trove of 16-millimeter 

films made by Greenpeace individuals around then. From the start, Greenpeace comprehended 

the intensity of the instinctive picture. According to Hunter, it would be sickening that a 

revolution can go no quicker or more extended than the general population included. This is a 

film about human imperfections. It ought not be missed – whatever ones perspectives on 

Greenpeace. 
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